Landesa partners with the state and national governments and organizations to help poor, rural women and men gain secure rights to land and the opportunity to build a better future.

Landesa is committed to ensuring that all women and men in rural India have secure rights to land that enhance dignity and improve options for better livelihoods. Our success flows from our collaboration with governments, knowledge of land systems, understanding of rural land users, and constant focus on pragmatic, systemic and scalable change.
DELIVERING CHANGE AT SCALE

Landesa excels in building trust with government and policy makers by researching and reporting on rural conditions, recommending appropriate policy changes, and supporting effective implementation. Our investment in building trust with governments allows us to raise uncomfortable truths while focusing on pragmatic solutions that governments can implement at a large scale. In this way, we attempt to help governments systematically improve overall land governance and provision of land services to large numbers of rural families.

A SOCIAL AND GENDER LENS

Landesa works with rural communities to understand the additional challenges rural women face in realizing land rights and thriving fully. We then work with government and other partners to explore solutions that overcome these barriers. Because gender discrimination is so ingrained in social systems, addressing it requires more than legal change.

BUILDING CAPACITY AND UNDERSTANDING

Landesa’s offers expertise and training to help land administration officials improve their understanding of land regulations, and encourage them to prioritize and respect poor rural women and men.

IMPROVING LAND LITERACY

Landesa creates simple learning modules, tailored to the local context, to help rural women understand the value of land rights and learn how to navigate the land administration system.

ROOTED IN RESEARCH

Landesa conducts quantitative and qualitative research on rural land rights with a strong gender lens, and uses this learning to directly inform our work.

COLLABORATIVE APPROACH

Landesa collaborates with Indian research institutions and helps other civil society organizations understand and integrate land rights perspectives into their work.

A single piece of paper changed Ratna Roy’s life.

That paper was a land title – a document Ratna received with Landesa’s help. The legal document allowed Ratna to bypass the local money lenders with their 24 percent interest rates designed to forever keep her in debt. Instead, with a $500 low-interest bank loan she bought nine ducks, two cows, and crop insurance for the high-risk, high-return vegetable crops she planted on her patch of Eden.

Now, Ratna’s family grows their own food and sells the excess at market for a profit. And Ratna, who spent her childhood working in the fields for a few coins each day, now sends her well-fed and healthy three young children to school.